EXPANDING THUNDERBOLT 3 BASED NETWORKS

Lightning fast performance is here! The Connect 10G Ethernet Adapter lets users with Thunderbolt 3 enabled computers enjoy connections of up to 10Gb/s and enable connections to a server or Local Area Network up to 100 meters distance! It’s the perfect solution to boost Enterprise SMB, Studio, Gaming and Home Networking.

10X FASTER

The Connect 10G offers 10x the performance of a traditional 1Gbps Ethernet port found on most computers. Transfer files faster and more efficiently than ever.

100 METERS

The beauty of LAN based networks is that you can transfer files over distances up to 100 meters. This makes the Connect 10G ideal for shared storage environments.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Wake-On-LAN (WOL)
• Audio Video Bridging (AVB)
• High Speed Connection to a Shared Storage Environment
• 10GbE Over Thunderbolt 3
• Replaceable Thunderbolt 3 Cable
• Bus Powered
• LED Indicators

ALUMINUM CHASSIS

The Connect 10G is a bus-powered network adapter and has a stunning aluminum build-quality. This allows its internal components to stay cool and remain quiet while securely...

4K VIDEO

For professional video users working with 4K video in a shared editing environment, the Connect 10G will allow your Mac or PC workstations to join a shared storage environment for easier file...
**TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS**

**Interface**
1x Thunderbolt 3 (Type-C) Port
1x RJ45 10Gbps Ethernet Port

**System Requirements**
Windows 10 or higher**
macOS High Sierra (version 10.13.6 or higher)
Thunderbolt 3 Computer

**LED Indicators**
Dual color Speed LED
Single color Link/Act LED

**NBASE-T**
10GBASE-T/5GBASE-T/2.5GBASE-T/
1000BASE-T/100BASE-TX
100 meters over Cat 6a at 10 Gbps
100 meters over Cat 5e at 5 Gbps/2.5 Gbps/1 Gbps/
100 Mbps (requires no change to existing cabling)

**Advanced**
IEEE 802.3an/bz standard
Audio Video Bridging (ABV)
Wake-on-LAN (WoL)
Jumbo frames
  - Windows: up to 16 Kbytes.
  - macOS: up to 9000 bytes

**Dimensions and Weight**
Length: 2.99 in (7.59 mm)
Width: 2.14 in (5.44 mm)
Height: 0.57 in (1.45 mm)
Weight: 0.16 lbs (0.07 kgs)

**In the Box**
1 x Connect 10G
1 x Thunderbolt 3 Cable

---

* System requires Windows 10, macOS X 10.13.6 (High Sierra) or higher. Older versions of Windows operating systems may not be supported.

**Windows computers require the latest Windows 10 or updates, BIOS and Thunderbolt drivers to support this product. Check with your computer manufacturer for more information.